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Product Overview

Timely Information. Easy Access. Intense litigation news.
Lexis® Legal News provides timely and easy access to Mealey’s® intense coverage of litigation and regulatory
news with expanding news coverage from Matthew Bender®, Sheshunoff® and A.S. Pratt®.
News is critical.
Whether you are walking into the courtroom or a negotiation, you need a reliable source of the details behind
the headlines and a view into the full scope of relevant court cases or analysis of those cases.
With the Lexis Legal News service, you can:
• Receive your newsletter via e-mail the moment it is released.
• View the latest daily headlines, updated continuously throughout the day, by subject area.
• Download and print documents.
• Subscribe to RSS feeds of select sections or titles.
• Receive breaking news alerts via email.
Navigation is simple.
On the home page, you can view the latest legal news headlines or choose subject areas to narrow your
selection. Access relevant documents right from your email in-box or from the website. You can even contact
Mealey’s and other LexisNexis® journalists.
Going beyond the headlines is essential.
Unlike the general news media, Mealey’s® Reports are produced specifically for legal professionals to provide
specific case details. Each report includes concise case summaries that track crucial litigation from initial
complaint to final appeal, giving you the timely facts you need to craft the strongest possible case strategies
and arguments. With the high stakes involved with litigation, you’ll have the confidence of having the latest
litigation news at your disposal.

No fluff.
Get the litigation, legislative and regulatory news you need to prepare for your client,
your next negotiation or your next maneuver at trial.

Visit www.lexislegalnews.com for a free 14-day trial.
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